
Joel Boc

Statistics

● Age: 48
● Sex: Male
● Occupation: fisherman
● Spouse: name unknown
● Application y/n: NO— Bohol Community MPC (Pitogo Branch)
● 6 children (4 still in school)

Story

Joel has been a fisherman for over 20 years. Him and his family reside on the islet of Lapinig off
of Bohol, where fishing is the only source of livelihood. He sells crabs and fish at a market in
Ubay, which is a coastal municipality in Bohol that is about a 40 minute boat ride from Lapinig.
Oftentimes, his children are the ones to deliver and distribute the fish to the market while he
takes his boat out for the day. He also makes his own fish nets and occasionally sells them to
others.



Joel was able to improve his family’s livelihood by becoming a member of Bohol Community
MPC on Pitogo Island, which gave him access to WMF loans. With his first WMF loan, he was
able to purchase a motor for his boat. The motor helps him increase the amount of fish and
crabs he can acquire in one outing which, in turn, generates more capital for purchasing netting.

The loans have also helped Joel send his children to school. It would be useful, however, if he
could access an additional loan solely to finance his children’s education, rather than having to
split the capital from his current loan for both his business and their school expenses. Currently
he does not wish to avail a larger loan because he fears that he would struggle to pay it back,
given that his income is contingent upon how many fish he can catch and sell each day, which
can vary drastically. For now, he simply would like to see all his children finish their studies
before making significant changes to his business. Only one of them has completed university
so far.

In five years time, he hopes that he will be selling fish and crabs to other towns besides Ubay. In
order to do so, he will need to make enough money to buy an additional boat and increase the
amount of fish he can catch on a daily basis.


